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What is our focus?
 

Our consortium aims to
support and develop the
competencies of trainers,
educators, and organizations
by providing work and study
training courses related to
ecological transition.
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Migrants' integration
into the labour market 

Integrating migrants into the green
sectors not only contributes to their
social and economic integration but
also enriches the green economy
with diverse skills, experiences, and
perspectives. It can foster
sustainability, innovation, and job
creation while promoting a more
inclusive and equitable society.



TRANSNATIONAL
PROJECT MEETING
IN TRIESTE, ITALY

Discussing the development and
the progress of results of the
project, the Handbook and the
Toolkit
Participating in a textile
workshop at Lister Sartoria
Sociale, and learning Italian
Approaching aspects regarding
the communication within our
project and the dissemination
strategies 
Establishing the work plan for the
next months 
Spending quality time together
and strengthening our partnership

The fourth Transnational Project
Meeting took place between the 9th
and the 11th of May 2023 in Trieste,
Italy, being hosted by our colleagues
from Duemilauno Agenzia Sociale. 

We will
miss you,
Trieste!



In April 2023, Bucovina Institute
organised Language workshops
for refugee mothers and teenagers
from Ukraine, established in
Suceava, Romania. The workshops
focused on the field of wood
recycling and furniture
reconditioning.
The participants understood the
importance of recycling and
reconditioning furniture for
environmental sustainability.

 Watch our video!

NEWS FROM 
BUCOVINA INSTITUTE

In May 2023, the Together Club
organised a workshop for its
beneficiaries, creating flower
arrangements using plastic
bottles - a way to recycle and
repurpose materials while
adding a touch of creativity.

This eco-friendly workshop did
not only showcase their
creativity but also contributed
to reducing waste. 

https://youtu.be/RinCLJLUocE


NEWS FROM DAFNI KEK

That's a quote that completely summarises our experience during the
workshop of DAFNI KEK in Patras, Greece with our target audience,
individuals with a migration and refugee profile and individuals
representing marginalised social groups! 
Our workshop aimed at testing a part of our educational material and
tools contributing to refugees’ and migrants’ language learning and
enhancing their skills about the recycling of materials, took place on
the 15th of May at our partner organisation, Ereisma - Institute for
the Development of Human Resources and Entrepreneurship.
Learners had the opportunity to play a bingo game with our
facilitators, Maria & Yiannis, as a way to reflect on the learning
content, memorise it, practise their listening and speaking skills and,
in general, have fun. Learners seemed to enjoy their time and to get
involved in the learning process, either participating verbally, asking
questions, and repeating the learning content, or non-verbally,
keeping an attitude of interest and smiling. 
Overall, the bingo game was a hit!

“What happens at Bingo

stays at Bingo!”



www.instagram.com/precious.plastic.canarias
 www.facebook.com/PreciousPlasticCanarias

Precious Plastic Canarias started in 2019 as part of the worldwide recycling
plastic movement. We aim to build machines that can easily recycle plastic
and create and design new exciting products.
We are based in Tenerife one of the 7 islands of the Canary Islands and we
have been working since then in the innovation of new machines that can
help to give a second or third life to the used plastic.
As a company that works for plastic recycling, we contribute to the Circular
Economy. We also have volunteer services with people from all around the
world, migrants from Africa or Europe who want to work and learn with us.
Our pedagogical skills in giving language tips in Spanish to our new
collaborators have increased with the years.

Social  media:
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Let's get to know our consortium...
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